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ABSTRACT: The Toker Token and McWeedy NugHeadz NFT Project combines 
Cannabis and Crypto. All of the bene�ts of De� combined with Cannabis for Degens. 

Crypto Utility Tokens , and NFTs to provide ownership in a Real World Marijuana 
Grow and Processing businesses with a DAO actively controlling business 
decisions made by the Grow and Manufacturing part of the business. 

The goal is to create a community-driven ecosystem centered around  
cannabis and hemp-related products with a direct tie to De�. The project 
introduces the Toker Token as a Utility Token and the Weedy NugHeadz 
NFTs which provide Real World ownership in the McWeedy LLC and act as  a
membership device granting access to the McWeedy DAO for business
activities related to the LLC while sharing in IP rights for traits associated 
with the NFT.

Community members are able to design their own traits and if a real world
product such as McWeedy Swag is sold based on the trait, the designer and 
NFT holder(s) with the trait share in the pro�ts. 

The Toker Token and McWeedy NugHeadz NFT Project tie DEFI  to Cannabis in a 
meaningful way. By introducing the Toker Token and the McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs, 
the project creates a unique ecosystem that combines decentralized 
ownership, community participation, and real-world bene�ts within the 
McWeedy LLC and control of the LLC by the McWeedy  DAO. 

HOW TO SHILL:
Community participation will be awarded. First level 5% related to 
sales of tokens and NFTs with 2.5% for second level a�liates 
1.5% for 3rd level, and 1% for 4th level. Instead of allocating 10%
of the funds to a marketing budget, we are allocating the funds 
back to the community who help drive it forward. 
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1. INTRO TO MCWEEDY 
ECOSYSTEM



2. TOKER TOKEN
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2.1 The Toker Token (THC) is a utility token built on the Binance Smart. Its primary purpose is 
to facilitate transactions within the McWeedy ecosystem and provide community members 
with  rewards. At the fair market launch, a total of 840.000.000.000,000 Toker Tokens will be 
minted.  50% will be burnt at mint leaving 420 Trillion Tokens.

The Toker Token will be used as a medium to trade for Cannabis, Cannabis related products, 
Hemp Products and CBD products along with McWeedy swag. Toker Tokens will provide a 
way for community members to  purchase real world products from the McWeedy LLC and to 
transfer pro�t to McWeedy Nugheadz NFT holders from the McWeedy LLC.
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TOKER TOKEN TOKENONMICS

2.2 Fair Launch Toker Token Sale: Launch August 2, 19:37 EST

Same price for everyone - no unfair advantage. No market manipulation. Holding Toker Tokens 
automatically Whitelists for McWeedy Nugheadz NFT Pre-Mint. All funds minus referral rewards 
from Fair Launch Sale on pinksale.�nance will be used to set-up liquidity pool with 33.2% of 
tokens reserved for the pool which will be locked for 420 days. 

Post fair launch, unsold Tokens will be burnt, reducing the total supply and increasing scarcity. 
6.2% of tokens will be made available for CEX trading. The Toker Contract will be renounced. 

2.3 Token Burning on Buy and Sell:

0.6942071069% Burn TAX on BUY and SALE of Tokens. 

2.4 Toker Token Referral 5% + 5%:

 A 5% referral for a�liates to be paid in BNB on pinksale.�nance. Up to an additional 5% will be 
paid to multi-level referrals in Toker Tokens 60 days after fair launch sale. 2.5% 2nd level, 1.5% 
3rd level and 1% at 4th level.  

2.5 NFT Token Drop

Each NFT will come with 710 Million Toker Tokens. 1.69% of Toker Tokens unlocks two weeks 
after NFT mint. NFT pre-mint spots can be purchased with Toker Tokens at a 10% discount. NFT 
pre-mint starts October 10, 2023, 69 days after Toker Fair Launch on pinksale.�nance. 

2.6 Zealy.io 

1.64% of Tokens reserved for Zealy.io rewards to be air dropped 7 days prior to NFT Pre-MInt.  

2.7 Token Give away with McWeedy Swag Purchase, Trait Design and as Royalties

1.77% of Tokens will be locked for rewards for purchase of McWeedy Swag and rewards for 
Royalties for the designers of the Swag.  SWAG will be based on traits designed for the NFTs. 

As an example, If you design a t-shirt for the NFTs that sells in real life. Rewards go to designer, 
and holder(s) of NFTs with that trait. 33% of pro�ts to designer
/ 33% split among NFT Holder(s) with that trait, 33% to 
McWeedy LLC to run the system. Going forward Toker Tokens 
will be purchased once the reward allocation runs out. 

Trait designers are given 50 Million Tokens per trait. Additional 50
million tokens per item purchased until allocation used. 66% of 
pro�ts from Swag to purchase Tokens.  Random awards for memes



3. MCWEEDY 
NUGHEADZ NFTS
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McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs are unique digital assets to be minted on the Binance Smart 
Chain. Each NFT will be priced at 4.20 BNB. A total of 10,000 McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs will 
be minted. Ownership of an NFT will alloww real-world ownership of the McWeedy LLC and 
Membership in the McWeedy DAO. Minting opens October 17, 19:82 EST. 

3.1 Pre-Mint - Toker Token Holders:
Each Toker Token Holders will be allowed to secure pre-mint spots though pre-payment with 
a 5% discount.  A snapshot of Toker holders will be taken 72 hours before pre-mint spots are 
released. 

3.2 Post Mint - Toker Token Airdrop:
As an additional incentive, each McWeedy NugHeadz NFT  owner 
will be airdropped 690 million Toker Tokens. This  reward aims to 
enhance the value proposition for NFT holders and foster their 
participation in the McWeedy ecosystem.

3.3 Post Mint – 5% Referral Bonus:
A 5% referral bonus will be paid post mint to registered 
addresses from Zealy.io and Pinksale. If a person buys 
Toker Tokens through pinksale.�nance and has a referral
associated with them there, the address will carry forward
to NFT sales.

If a person buys an NFT and multiple claims result, (1 for 
Pinksale / one for Zealy) the referral that will be credited is the 
�rst one in time.  Multiple referrals for the same purchase are not 
allowed.  Self-Referrals are not allowed. Referral rewards for NFTs 
are Multi-level. Tokens are also multi-level but only �rst 
level rewarded at time of sale. To be SAFU compliant 
the Token rewards will be locked until Pre-NFT mint.

Trait Design and SWAG rewards will be airdropped
pre-mint.



4. MCWEEDY DAO AND 
MCWEEDY LLC

REAL WORLD TO DEFI BRIDGE

The McWeedy DAO is a decentralized autonomous organization that 
governs the operations and decision-making processes of the McWeedy 
LLC. McWeedy LLC is a real-world entity for the cultivation and processing 
of cannabis and hemp-related products.

4.1 Pro�t Allocation by Toker Tokens:

70% of the pro�ts generated by the McWeedy LLC will be used to buy 
Toker Tokens from the open market. The Toker Tokens will be available to 
be claimed via the McWeedy Member Dashboard for McWeedy 
NugHeadz NFT holders on a monthly basis. Rewards will be proportionate 
to the length of time their NFTs have been held. Tokens will remain 
available to NFT holders and be able to be claimed at any time while the 
NFT is held by the owner to reduce claim fees. Tokens will not transfer with 
ownership of the NFT.  Unclaimed rewards will revert to the McWeedy 
DAO 1 year and 1 day after being rewarded if unclaimed. 

 4.2 Pro�t Reserve

30% will be reserved for future growth of McWeedy and/or unforeseen 
operating expenses.  The DOA can vote to change this allocation.  



5.  ROYALTIES / IP-
OWNERSHIP

REAL WORLD TO DEFI BRIDGE

As previously stated, 1.77% of Tokens will be locked for rewards for 
purchase of McWeedy Swag  and rewards as Royalties for the designers 
of the Swag.  SWAG will be based on traits designed for the NFTs. 

As an example, If you design a t-shirt, mug or whatever else can be printed 
on demand and used as trait for the NFTs that can also be sold in real life. 
Rewards will go to designer of the trait, and the holder(s) of NFTs with that 
trait. If no purchases of the trait in the real World happen for over a 6 
months the trait may be retired from the catalog.  Burning Toker Tokens 
can revive the trait. 

NFT holders will be able to swap out traits by burning Toker Tokens. 

When McWeedy Swag is purchased, 33% of pro�ts of the real world 
product will go to the designer of the trait and  33% of pro�ts will be split 
among NFT Holder(s) with that trait, 34% of pro�ts will be used by the 
McWeedy LLC to run the system. Going forward Toker Tokens will be 
purchased once the reward allocation runs out. 

Trait designers will be given 100 Million Tokes per accepted trait pre-NFT 
mint. 100 million tokens will be given out per item purchased until the 
initial reserve is gone. (Samples can be ordered of products with no pro�t 
allocation.) 

Going forward 66% of pro�ts from Swag will be used to purchase Toker 
Tokens.  

The DAO can modify the percentages by vote or discontinue the project 
post nft mint. 

 



6. ROLLING THE CRYPTO-
CHRONIC-CASH CROP

ROLL'EM IF YOU GOT'EM AND HODL'EM

The Toker Token and McWeedy NugHead NFT Project present a unique opportunity for 
participants to engage in a community-driven ecosystem that merges the bene�ts of DEFI 
and real-world ownership in the cannabis and hemp industry. Through strategic token 
purchases and burning mechanisms, the value of the Toker Token has a possibility to increase 
over time, providing potential bene�ts to token holders who do not hold NFTs.

By initiating a fair market launch of the Toker Token and creating a Liquidity Pool with sale 
funds  and subsequently burning of unpurchased Toker Tokens, the fair market launch aims to 
create scarcity and reduce the token supply while at the same time ensuring a fair price and 
the ability to easily liquidate Tokens going forward. This deliberate reduction in supply aligns 
with the principle of “Earn it to Burn It.”

The project's commitment to buying Toker Tokens from the open market, using 70% of the 
pro�ts generated by the McWeedy LLC, reinforces a positive feedback loop. As the McWeedy 
LLC continues to thrive and generate pro�ts through its cannabis operations, the buyback of 
Toker Tokens creates additional demand.

Burning of tokens on purchases and sales of the Toker Tokens further reduces the token 
supply, increasing scarcity and helps to reduce market manipulation. This de�ationary 
mechanism aims to reward early token holders by rewarding them with a reduced supply of 
tokens, making each remaining token more valuable.

The McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs serve as an integral component of the ecosystem. By 
combining the ownership of McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs with real-world ownership in the 
McWeedy DAO and McWeedy LLC, participants gain direct involvement and bene�ts from the 
pro�ts generated by the cannabis and hemp-related operations.

Through strategic token purchases, burning mechanisms, and real-world partnerships, IP 
rewards, the Toker Token and McWeedy NugHeadz NFT Project aims to increase the value of 
the Toker Token over time. This project o�ers participants the opportunity to be part of a 
community-driven ecosystem that combines cryptocurrency, NFT ownership, and the 
cannabis industry. However, it's important for individuals to conduct their own research and 
due diligence before participating in any investment or token acquisition. 



LEGAL 
NOTICES &  
DISCLAIMERS

DISCLAMERS AND OTHER INFO

This project involves signi�cant risk as Cannabis is still illegal at a Federal Level in the 
United States.  Crypto is inherently risky and is not fully regulated. The Securities Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”) at any time can decide this project should be considered a registered 
security. https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-131  Or, the United State Congress 
can make Crypto illegal, tax it excessively or take your pick of any government over steps to 
stop Degens from degening.  You may lose your entire investment. You may not be able to 
sell your Toker Token(s) or McWeedy NFT(s), and you may have to hold your crypto Assets 
inde�nitely.

The McWeedy LLC intends to make all �nancial information about its business and �nancial 
condition available as close as possible to real time for Members of the DAO, but it will be 
up to the DAO members themselves to determine what information will be available to the 
public. 

NFT Pre-mint spots will be released in tranches of 5% of spots opening every 30 minutes to 
Token Holders at corresponding holding levels if at any level the amount of spots have sold 
out an additional 100 spots will open at the previous level for 30 minutes delaying the 
release accordingly. 500 spots available to top 5% of Token Holder, 30 minutes later 1000 
total open spots to top 10% of token holders unless 500 spots have been sold then an 
additional 100 spots will open for top 5 % holders. Discounts will be eliminated for 
additional spots and there will be a 10% increase in price until the next release level.  If the 
Pre-Mint does not sell out, then any overage charges will be refunded and the 5% discount 
will be refunded minus gas fees. These refunds will be claimable via the NFT Dashboard.    

Rewards will not transfer with the NFT. Rewards that are unclaimed will revert to the 
treasury upon sales of NFTs.  Any rewards that are unclaimed after 1 year will revert to the 
treasury.  The par value of a McWeedy Nugheadz NFT is to be considered $0.01 because if 
at anytime this goes to court the nuclear option of recalling all NFT(s) by the DAO at $0.01 
should be on the table.  No one that owns an NFT would want, that but let’s keep a suicidal 
nuclear option on the table.   



MORE LEGAL 
NOTICES &  
DISCLAIMERS ... 

DISCLAMERS AND OTHER INFO

No expectations of pro�t should be expected from the Toker Token or McWeedy NFTS. 
One example of a possible shit storm is that if the SEC seeks to declare either the Token 
or NFT a Security or bring a suit related to McWeedy or the Toker Token so that the funds 
raised will most likely have to be liquidated to refund holders, pay legal fees and �nes or 
some combination.   E�ectively, the SEC can determine whether or not these Tokens 
and/or NFTs can be sold to U.S. investors and could compel this project to register with 
the SEC as a security or make it so painful to operate that the DAO decides to say, “Fuck 
It” and votes to pack it all in and liquidate. The SEC is not a ray of sunshine and hope 
related to Marijuana-Related Companies. https://www.sec.gov/resources-
investors/investor-alerts-bulletins/ia-marijuana 

At any time a 51% vote majority of holders of NFTs could decide to end the project 
leaving the other 49% assed out.  

This project is taking every e�ort to comply with laws related to the SEC and IRS. Such 
as requiring active participation by members. Certain cryptocurrencies and initial coin 
o�erings (ICOs) may be found to meet the de�nition of an "investment contract" under 
the Howey test by their very nature.    

The bene�ts one is to expect to from Membership in the DAO are to be weighted against 
active participation in the DAO.  

Due to reporting related to Cannabis investment no more than 2.5% of ownership of NFT 
collection can be held by any one person or entity. Ownership of greater than 2.5% will 
be treated as 2.5% for rewards and decision making in the DAO. Unless, the holder of 
more than 2.5% of the projects quali�es for the purpose of investing in Cannabis and 
chooses to fully identify themself for the purposes of reporting investors to the governing 
commissions related to cannabis investing.



EVEN MORE LEGAL 
NOTICES &  
DISCLAIMERS ... 

DISCLAMERS AND OTHER INFO

The Toker Token contract will be renounced.  

Active participation is required. Non-active participants are subject to liquidation at fair 
market value of their NFT(s). Notice will be give prior to liquidation.  

The New Jersey Superior court in Hudson County New Jersey, United States is the Legal 
Venue for any actions under New Jersey State Law. Mandatory Arbitration is required before 
any lawsuit is brought.  Any disputed ownership of NFTs will be decided by the McWeedy 
DAO members who are not subject to the dispute.  

Any lawsuit brought by a member or former member of the McWeedy DAO or holder of Toker 
Tokens or former holder of Token Tokers agree to pay $250,000 plus legal costs for bringing a 
law suit if they have not already sought arbitration in the State of New Jersey or lose their suit 
and are subject to being black listed from the project.   

There is a 7.5% Creator Fee / Royalty on the McWeedy NugHeadz NFTs.  The fee will be 
reduced to 0% for trades made on the McWeedy platform or for direct trades not involving 
resale platforms.  33% of all creator fees will be used to sweep the �oor of available NFTs on 
various NFT resellers through OpenSeas Pro or for direct purchase from members.  33% will 
be reward to Trait IP creators for any traits on the NFTs. The remaining 34% will be used to 
maintain the infrastructure related to the project.

NFT traits will be interchangeable on the NFTs by burning Toker Tokens to modify the holders 
NFT. 

All NFT traits are subject to the Whim of the McWeedy DAO. If a trait is considered o�ensive 
it can be recalled upon a 51% majority vote with 50% or more of holders voting. 
Initial release of traits will be handled by the sta� of the McWeedy LLC. Rejected traits can be 
put up to the vote of the DAO.  

Terms and conditions can be modi�ed at anytime.  NFT Holders and Toker Token holders are 
subject to these terms and conditions. 



75% 97%
OF MALE OF FEMALE
DO NOT WANT TO HEAR 
ABOUT YOUR NFTS

92%
of people want to hear about your real 

world descions in owning and operationg a 

buinsess that grows Marijuana.


